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ENGLISH MATHS RE 

TOPICS - 
SATs revision 
 

TOPICS – Algebra, revision, problems 
solving and investigations. 
 

TOPICS – Witnesses, Healing, Common 
Good.  

Children learn to apply their 
knowledge and understanding when 
accessing a variety of reading texts.  
 
Children learn to build cohesion in 
their writing.  
 
Children apply their knowledge and 
understanding in relation to grammar 
and punctuation.  

Children learn to write algebraic expressions 
and use simple formulae. They learn to 
solve equations and use them to solve word 
problems. 
All children receive interventions for topics 
they need more practise at. 
 

Children learn to make likes to how feelings and 
beliefs about loss and death affect their 
behaviour and that of others. Children explain 
what beliefs and values inspire and influence 
them and others about loss and death.  
 
Children learn to explain what beliefs and values 
inspire and influence them and others to be 
caring and loving towards anyone who has 
special needs.  
 
Children demonstrate how religious beliefs and 
Catholic Social Teaching give some explanation of 
the purpose and meaning of life.  
 
 
 
 

 

YEAR SIX 

SUMMER TERM OVERVIEW 



HISTORY  GEOGRAPHY SCIENCE 

TOPIC - This is my life – 
Autobiographies 

TOPIC- What sort of town is Bolton? 
Trip to Rivington 

TOPIC- Evolution Inheritance 

As one of the final activities, the children 

create autobiographies documenting the 

history of their own life. They create timeline 
with main events such as starting school, 

moving house. They explain how they have 
changed and what the main influences on 

their lives have been so far, This is a joint 

home/school project. 

During this topic the children investigate the 

contrasting physical and human features of Bolton. 

They walk into the town centre to examine its key 
features. They also go to Rivington and then 

compare it with the town centre. 

The children study evolution and how fossils give us 

information about life on earth millions of years ago. They 

look at how living things produce offspring but offspring’s 
are not identical to their parents. They learn about basic 

genetics. They investigate how living things including 
humans adapt and evolve to their changing environment. 

 

ART  D&T COMPUTING 

TOPIC- Sculpture TOPIC - Construction/Control 
Lego Machines and Mechanisms 

TOPIC - Multimedia & Information 
Technology 

During this topic the children are given a 

task. This could be ‘Create a water play area 

for nursery with different levels using 
recycled materials’ though the task may 

change annually. The children mind map 
ideas in groups and begin to create designs 

in sketch books. They compare ideas as a 

class and take the best ideas to come up 
with a whole class design. They divide into 

groups and take responsibity for different 
parts of the task. Using a variety of 

materials, they create a functional piece of 
art for the nursery play area. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The children complete a Lego topic using coding in 

computing and design technology to make moveable 

mechanisms. They access wheels, axles, levers and 
pulleys. This topic engages children in investigating 

and understanding the operation of simple and 
compound machines found in everyday life. The 

support materials provided in this curriculum pack 

include teacher guidance and student worksheets. 

The children have the opportunity to learn how to create an 

entire website by first researching what makes a good 

website. They create a sitemap which enables them to 
create a multi-page website. They learn to link pages 

internally and externally. They extend their knowledge and 
understanding of how to search for Creative Common 

images and attribute them appropriately. 



PSCHE  P.E. 

TOPIC – Environmental 
Education – Drugs Education 

TOPIC- Summer 1-Cricket - Summer 2- 
Athletics 

The children learn about the harmful effects 

of drugs, including alcohol and tobacco. 

They develop their knowledge of the laws 
relating to the use of legal and illegal drugs 

and the people who can help answer their 
concerns.  

The children consider peer influence, 
decision making and explore ‘broken record’ 

technique. The children develop their 

understanding that cannabis is an illegal 
drug and have some knowledge of its effects 

and risks.  

The children develop their throwing technique whilst 

still and whilst moving.  

The children learn different catching techniques to 
stop the ball and correct techniques for distance 

throws. Children learn to correctly handle equipment 
and how to bat with a variety of shots, with 

increasing accuracy.  
Children learn to combine skills to field with 

increasing accuracy. 

Children learn techniques for a variety of events such 
as shot put, javelin and discus.  

Children develop their accuracy with throwing and 
jumping.  

The children learn jumping techniques and how to 

increase their distance when jumping.  

 

 


